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ABSTRACT

Establishing the relationship between theories of
motivation and theories of Gbmposition is difficult;
nonetheless; it is important for teachers and students

of composition to address the question, "Why write?"

In

so doing, they may realize the most satisfactory goals

of composition pedagogy, goals which include the individual,
subjective needs Of writers, as well as their collective,
social needs.

My method of finding connections between

motivation and composition is through the idea of an
autonomous voice motive for composing, which is defined
as the writers' need to maintain textual control, a control
which results in the fulfillment of their personal and
social identities.

Kenneth Burke's dramatist pentad has relevance for

my thesis because of his emphasis on the language motive
and on the dialectic interaction between"agent," "act,"
and "scene."

In addition, the intrinsic motivation theories

of Edward Deci and R. M. Ryan are pertinent to this study.

Their Concept of "self-determination" coincides with the
need for textual autonomy, and "competence" involves the
desire for participation through an effective discourse
voice.

As recognized by many composition theorists,

such as C. H. Knoblauch and Lil Brannon, these needs are

best met by the discourse community of the writing workshop.
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INTRODUCTION

The Importance Of Motivation to Composition
The term"motivation" is so ambiguous and

all-encompassing that a conclusive definition is probably

impossible.

In fact, behaviorial scientist B.

Skinner

adamantly disapproves of studies about its importance to
human behavior.

He states,

The exploration of the motivational and emotional
life of the mind has been described as one of the

great achievements in the history of human thought,
but it is possible that it has been one of the
great disasters. In its search for internal
explanation, supported by the false sense of cause
associated with feelings and introspective
observations, mentalism has obscured the
environmental antecedents which would have led

to a more effective analysis. (165)

Theorists who reject the behavioralists' viewpoint
and insist on the importance of motivation are hampered
in their studies by the very complexity of its nature.

According to psychologist John Jung, "The study of
motivation would call for the examination of a given motive

in isolation . . . In reality, of course, our behavior
is the resultant of a number of simultaneous and often

fluctuating motives" (15).

Despite the enormous obstacles obscuring any definitive
connections between motivation and composition, writing
teachers need to make a conscious effort to find such

connections.

Such an analysis may help them to understand

the 'Vhy" as well as: the "wh^

and "how" of composition,

and to understand how they may apply this knowledge to

writing instruction.

J. C. Williams and Scott Alden

maintain that "efforts to incorporate motivational theory
into the school environment" have been largely "ad hoc
and anecdotal" (102).

Furthermore, "research should attempt

to probe deeper into the behavior of extrinsically motivated
writers, investigating ways to alleviate their dread and
frustration in composition classes" (111).

This paper

represents an effort to make some of the connections between
theories of motivation and theories of composition needed

for purposeful writing instruction.
The need for further research in this area of student

motivations has been noted by other researchers.

Alice

Brand contends, "In writing education, motivation is
mentioned quickly, then crowded out by more cognitive

concepts—clearly because the field patterns itself after
the harder sciences" ("Cognition" 438).

Chapter I further

explores the need for this kind of study, and presents
my method for conducting it.
James Moffett insists, "The structure of the subject

[such as composition] must be meshed with the structure
of the student.

A major failure of education has been

to consider the logic of the one almost to the exclusion

of the psychologic of the other" (13).

The purpose of

this thesis is to explore the potential ways of preventing

this "failure" by concentrating on the need to "mesh"
motivation with composition.
may be done.

There are numerous ways this

I have chosen to concentrate on what I

consider the most important avenues of connection, having

to do with the philosophical, psychological, and pedagogical
aspects of composition motivations.

Chapters II, III,

and IV will examine each of these aspects in turn.

Many of humankind's activities have to do with their
needs for survival, both mental and physical.

Once these

needs are met, they have other needs, philosophical and

spiritual, which motivate them in exploratory and creative
directions.

These directions arise from their innate

curiosity about life, their need to reflect upon it, and
their desire to effect changes in this life.

In order

to tap this source of intrinsic motivation, teachers need
to help students to think, to write, and to respond to

writing by giving voice and meaning, both individually

and collectively, to what they are and what they strive
to be.

Nourishing this motivation in students and teachers
alike should be a primary goal of a purposeful composition

pedagogy.

This ideal is difficult, and, at times,

impossible to achieve.

However, teachers can pursue every

available avenue to achieve this goal by methods of writing

and teaching which encourage the expression of the writer's
individuality and promote the writer's growth as a

participating member of his or her discourse communities.

The final chapter of this thesis will present practical
implications for the writing instructor which stem from

a baisic assumption about composition motivations:

student

writers must be allowed to make their own composing choices

based upon their particular motives for doing so.

Teachers

perceive that the best teaching fosters a love of learning
for its own sake.

Therefore, learning to write well not

only requires instruction in methodology, but also requires
an attitude toward the act of writing which views it as

an intrinsically rewarding experience.

The question is:

How can the writing teacher become an "enabler" of the
student's motivation to write, not in a controlling,

pedantic way, but in a way which lends itself to both
freedom of expression and purposeful classroom structure?

Incorporating the qualities of freedom, student
responsibility, and goal-directed classroom structure is

an important task.

It is a task writing teachers must

share with their students if they wish to foster a mutual

purpose and respect for the writing process.

CHAPTER I

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM

Loss of Student Interest in Writing

Certain experimental and clinical research poitrays
a definite loss of student interest in composition,

increasing progressively through the schOol years.

The

evidence suggests the need to study motives for composing,
and how to relate this study to composition instruction.
As an example, a survey conducted in 1975 of thirteen

thousand school-age children from grades one through eight,

as reported by Thomas P. Hogan, showed a marked decline
in over-all writing interest for students from grades four
and up, except for the writing of letters and stories

(119-126).

Such student loss of interest in expository

writing is a problem teachers need to address if they are
concerned about the effectiveness of theiJ^ teaching methods.
Another important observation, made by James Britton

from his studies o£ school-age children during the I 960's
and 1970's, regards the prevalence in classroom writing
of the "transactional mode," which is used primarily to

convey factual information.

In contrast, neither the

"expressive" mode (used primarily in subjective exposition),
nor the "poetic" mode (used in fiction and poetry), comprise
a significant part of student writing except in the lower
grades.

From these studies he conclude? that

the evidence of writing in functions other than
the transactional is relatively slight. Expressive
writing is minimally represented throughout the

sample and the amount og poetic writing, while
significant in the first three age groups, declines
markedly with the seventh year. (Development 173)
At the same time that "transactional" writing begins

to take precedence in writing instruction, the level of

student interest in writing decreases except for exactly
those kinds of "expressive" and "poetic" writing (letters
and stories) which are virtually ignored.

It would be

hard to miss the ironic paradox of this situation.
One result of a classroom emphasis on the impersonal
"transactional" mode is that student writers do not become

experienced in the self-revelation and commitment which
the best writing requires.

They Consequently find it easier

to hide behind generalities and obtuse language tha.n to

expose their ideas to criticism.

They may even be unaware

that they have ideas worth expressing because their

inexperience with anything but "transactional" writing
has disengaged them from the writing process.
Implications of Motivation Research

Composition instructors who rely on the use of external
controls, such as grades and heavy-handed criticism,
adversely affect the motivation of their students.

Remarking on studies in classroom structure and student
motivation, Mark Lepper notes "when an activity is

undertaken explicitly in order to attain some external

rev/ard. . . subjects are motivated to maximize reward with

a minimum of effort" (297).

This study is but one of many

which confirm that the best source of motivation for student

writers is internal, and this source is blocked by
instructional techniques which rely on coercion or cajolery.
Researchers Williams and Alden, concerning their studies
in student motivation for writing, mention one encouraging

fact, "specifically, the degree of self-satisfaction (which
we equate with pride) that the subjects reported experiencing
upon finishing a writing assignment.

Thirty-six percent

of the intrinsic subjects reported great satisfaction,

compared to TO.1% of the extrinsic group" (109).
The results of these studies strongly reinforce the

main thrust of my argument:

instructional techniques which

rely on intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation comprise
the genuine strength of modern composition pedagogy.

In

addition, though teachers can't expect all students to
write for the sheer joy of it, it

possible through their

attitudes and methodology to emphasize the intrinsic

pleasures of writing.

One task of successful writing

teachers is to help their students break through their

apathy toward writing, instead of allowing them to retreat
behind it.

According to Ira Shor, students become interested

in learning when teachers regard them as the "subjects"
of the class who are capable of improving their powers

of critical thought (103).

By embracing this perception,

composition teachers can help unskilled writers accept

responsibility for their own motivation, and can help them
learn that writing well is not "beyond the scope of [their]

personal potential" (Willianis and Alden 110).
The Autonomous Voice as Motivation

I propose that the strongest motivation which can
be found for the activity of writing is in one's need to
establish an autonomous voice.

The autonomous voice

motivation is the writers * need to control the intent of

their discourse.

This motivation encompasses the desire

for both an individual and societal identity, and the

satisfaction derived from finding and using this autonomous

voice comes from fulfilling both these identities.

Thus,

that writing is best which combines our need for
independence with our desire for full participation as

a contributing voice in the world of diScoursb.
Motivations for writing which spring from both

individual and societal needs, from the need for both

uniqueness and conformity, are the most enduring and

complete because, according to psychologist Abraham Maslow,
individual needs for self-esteem, creativity, and
achievement are thus counterbalanced by societal needs

for affiliation, socialization, and order.

"All people

in our society (with a few pathologiGal exceptions) have ,
a need . . . for a high evaluation of themselves, . . .
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and for the esteem of others" (45).

Therefore, the teaching

of writing as a means of both personal and social expression
is an essentiai component of a purposeful composition

pedagogy, and serves to fulfill the autonomous voice
motivation.

James Britton's method of differentiating the uses

of language between the "spectator" and the "participant"
roles correlates significantly with my thesis.

VJhen we use language in the participant role we
select and order our materials according to the

demands made by something outside ourselves,
something that exists in the situation. . . . But
in language in the role of spectator we operate
on a different principle. We select and arrange
our material first to please ourselves . . .
(Language 124-125)

Britton's primary categories of discourse coincide
with the autonomous voice motivation.

We employ the

spectator mode (involving"the accumulated view of the
world that makes us the sort of people: we are") to further

our unique personal needs.

Participant language, on the

other hand, suits our social needs to competently relate
to our discourse situations becau®®

entails "the

construction we place upon . . . the current encounter
with actuality" (125).

The implications of Britton's ideas substantiate my
thesis that the writer's need for individual expression,
for discourse as a means of self-discovery, is only one

side of writing instruction; teachers need also to validate

the social purposes which spring from motives of

participation, from motives for relating to the contexts
of school, home, and community in satisfying ways.

Furthermore, it would be short—sighted to conduct a writing
course as if the only good writing is undertaken for

personal enjoyment; teachers need also to provide for the
"participant" function of their students' writing.

Along

these lines, teachers can promote their students' intrinsic
motivation to write by emphasizing the functional aspects

of writing.

I agree with Les Perelman that one of the

teacher's responsibilities should be to enable the students
to connect the competence expected of them in academic
discourse to the requirements of writing in other contexts

(476).

Students' non-academic writing careers will be

significantly motivated by social concerns, just as their
academic careers require them to manage appropriate

discourse roles.

If students can visualize how writing

will benefit them in their various social roles, then

perhaps even those students who would otherwise have no
use for composition would become actively engaged in the
writing process.

On the other hand, since a purported primary goal

of education in a free society is to enable the individual
students to think for themselves, it stands to reason that

we can only subvert this purpose by asking our students
constantly to look outside themselves (toward teacher
10

approval, good grades, social advancement, etc.) for their
motivations.

Acceptance of the existence of such external

contingencies need not preclude recognition of the
motivating forces v?hich are unique to the individual,
involving the need for self-discovery and social identity,
for autonomy and participation.

Gomposition instruction

relies on acknowledging and nourishing these forces;

progress in the study of the field will cease if students
and teachers of composition fail to recognize the

responsibility of each writer to seak and perpetuate his
or her inherent motivational resources.

Thus, a

comprehensive understanding of motivation tan benefit the
teaching of writing.
My Approach to This Study

A more complete understanding of the writing process
requires that the question "Why write?" be addressed in
a more comprehensive way than has so far been done.

Such

a study is particularly important in writing instruction
in order to explore the avenues whereby"initiative begins
to pass to the class."

When this transfer of initiative

occurs, "students' sense of responsibility emerges [and]

self-regulation decreases alienation, [which] is the largest

learning problem of students" (Shor, Critical 103).

In

the composition class, this means student interest in
writing will.improve with instruction that centers

responsibility for motivation in the students' personal

and social, as well as their academic, discourse purposes.
This thesis represents my approach to such a study
of motivation and involves the following considerations:

(1) Acknowledging the importance of undertaking such

a study.

Research about students' lack of motivation

to write (exemplified by the work of Britton, Hogan,
and Williams and Alden) suggests that the problem
is a serious one which teachers need to consider.

(2) Using as source material as many concepts pertaining
to the subject as are feasible.

A thorough

examination of motivations for writing requires
a broad range of source material.

(3) Examining the points at which these concepts

both converge and diverge.

Comparison/contrast

of these materials, such as between Burke's "pentad"
and Deci's theory of intrinsic motivation (presented

in Chapters II and III), provides an understanding
of the links between this material, and of the
relevance of these links to comppsition.

(4) Directing the results of this examination toward
a more complete rendition of composition motivation.

Making connections between theories of motivation
and theories of composition can spotlight how
teachers and students can work together to improve

both the quality of instruction and the quality
of student writing.

Chapter IV explores these ideas.

(5) Drawing practical pedagogical Implications from
this fuller uhderstanding.

Chapter V suggests appro

priate techniques and strategies (proposed by various
composition researchers) that would stimulate the
motivations of students to write and to write well.

Though there is a scarcity of direct research into

composition motivations as they apply to pedagogical

practices, it is nonetheless possible to look to other
sources of motivation study as they can be applied to this
subject.

I have garnered much that pertains to writing

in general, and the writing classroom in particular, by
a limited selection and interconnection of certain pertinent

sources of psychological, philpsophical, and pedagogical
thought and research that relate to this subject.
I have found that the contrasts between these sources

have provided as much insight as have their similarities.

My primary concern is to integrate the components of these
sources relevant to the autonomous voice motivation for

writing.

The succeeding chapters will provide a closer

examination of this relevant material as it applies to
the composition classroom.
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CHAPTER II

PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF MOTIVATION

A Starting Point--Burke's Philosophy
Kenneth Burke's philosophy of motivation/ while not

specifically directed toward the composing act, nonetheless

provides a valuable starting point for this line of inquiry.

Such a starting point is validated by his concern with
the importance of language use in human motivations. "Once
you have a word-using animal, you can properly look for
the linguistic motive as a possible strand of motivation
in all its behavior" (Language as Symbolic Action 456).
Because of this concern, the abstract theories Burke

presents are particularly relevant for this inquiry into
the motivations for writing.

According to Burke, understanding motivations requires
that we take the context of the act into consideration.
"Even before we know what act is to be discussed, we can

say with confidence that a rounded discussion of it must
contain a reference to some kind of background" (Grammar

xix).

In addition. Burke maintains that an understanding

of human motivation requires that the individual's

perception of the "background" be taken into account.

"Any given situation derives its character from the entire
framework of interpretation by which we judge it.

And

differences in our way of sizing up an objective situation
' ■■ ■ 14
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are expressed subjectively in our assignment of motives"
(Permanence 35).
The Classroom Context

Burke's ideas apply to composition because a writer's
motives are comprised of subjective attributes (thoughts
and feelings) which are influenced by his perceptions of

the writing context.

This context constitutes the"scene"

element of Burke's pentad, and the individual's
interpretation of the writing "scene" can help or hinder
that person's motivations for writing.

Many environmental influences negate any possibility
of writing being an intrinsically motivated experience.
These influences include the intellectually sterile
environment of some homes and work places, and the

de-motivating effect of certain traditional teaching
methods, such as rote learning, grammar drill, and an over

emphasis on competitive evaluation.
External contingencies, which in the classroom take

the form of teacher approval or disapproval, tests, and

grades, have a definite bearing on the creative nature

of any writing activity.

Much in the edhcational/social

environment, therefore, does little to foster intrinsic

motivation in any creative learning experience, including
writing.

It follows that composition teachers can counter

these influences by actively fostering a classroom

atmosphere conducive to intrinsic motivation, with an
^5

emphasis on each student's need to realize his or her
autonomous voice.

Burke's theories about motivation are

a profound resource for achieving the links between
motivation and composition which are needed in the
classroom.

The Dramatist Pentad

Probably the most important connections to composition
found in Burke's work are located in his"dramatist pentad"

theory.

This theory links "assignment of motives,"

language, and human"cultural accretions" through a
paradigm consisting of act, scene, agent, agency, and

purpose, each of which represent a component of the
motivational force.

This framework is linked to motives

for composing in that the ''language motive" is primary

because "symbolic communication is not a merely external
instrument, but also intrinsic to men as agents."

In Other

words, the motives for this"symbolic communication"

originate with the need to represent not only the external
world of our senses and perceptions, but also the internal
world of our ideas and feelings.

Its motivational

properties characterize both "the human situation and what
men are in themselves . . . [This] dramatist analysis of

motives has its point of departure in the subject of verbal

action (in thought, speech, and document)" (Grammar 33).
"What men are in themselves" refers to the nature of humans

as "symbol-using animals," and this "symbolicity" provides
■ ■ ■
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the motives for their "verbal action" (Language as Symbolic
Action 3-7).

The autonomous voice motivation for composing

originates with the "document" or textual aspect of
action."

"verbal

It conceptualizes the function of composition

as a link between "verbal action" (involving a participatory

voice) and "what men are in themselves" (as autonomous,

"symbol-using" beings).

We can be motivated to write not

merely as a reaction to our environment, but also as an

action which accords with the underlying intrinsic purposes
informing our indiyidual and social identities.

According to Burke, intrinsic motivation can be
completely defined only if we consider the nature of the

act itself, because each act steins from a creative energy
and contains the element of novelty not present in the

other aspects of his pentad.

Thus, to say that one can

determine how a person (as an agent in a certain scene/
context, having a particular purpose, and by means of a
particular agency/instrument) is motivated, without a
corresponding act (which involves doing something), is
a contradiction in terms (Grammar 66).

This means that

individuals who, in response to certain situations, choose

the written word as the agency of their purpose can only
demonstrate this motivation by the individuality, the

uniqueness, of their particular act of writing.

This act

would include every recursive aspect of the process.

including v/iriting anxiety, pre-writing, composing, revision,
and editing, as each of these stages is unique to each
act of writing.

To qualify as an "act" rather than as mere "motion,"

writing must be motivated within the free will of the agent
because "the possibility of an act is grounded in the 'will'
. . . and a will to be a will must be free . . . "

Thus,

the act of writing, in order to be uniquely purposeful,

must be "grounded in the 'idea' of an ultimate scene that
lies.outside the compulsions of strict causality" (Language
as Symbolic Action 436).

In the composition classroom,

such an "ultimate scene" would exist in a class structure

which emphasizes that student participation should come
from an intrinsically conceived response to the discourse
context.

Burke carries the significance of intrinsic motivation

further when he considers it in Aristotelian terms.

"The

internal principle of motivation, the 'ehtelechy' (or 'that
which contains its own aim') was the incentive of the thing
to atta.in the kind of perfection proper to the kind of

thing it was" (Grammar 467).
composition in this way:

This principle applies to

We are intrinsically motivated

to write not only by individual expressive needs, but by
an ethical desire to mold ourselves to fit Our image of

the complete human being.

Thus, the motive for writing

originates with the need for both creativity and conformity,

' ■'18 - '

for uniqueness and similarity.

In this way, the autonomous

voice motivation contains both an inherent and a contextual

component.
The Dialectic Emphasis

As social beings, humans find their satisfactions

not only in recognition of their differences, but also
in recognition of

their similarities, in knowing that

each of us is a part of a whole in the larger, global sense.
For .this reason. Burke insists that a complete vocabulary

of motives will include the extrihsic aspects of his pentad.

Consequently, he stresses that "at the very centre of
motivational assumptions" is the ratio of scene to act.

Any given situation will generate, and be generated by,
certain types of acts.

In this sense, we "can discern

the scene reference if the question, 'On what grounds did
he do this?' is translated:

'What kind of scene did he

say it was, that called for such an act?'" (Grammar 12).
Applying Burke's concepts to composing means that
the act of writing is considered in dialectic terms.

Burke's call for a "dialectical counterpart" (Grammar 49),
for reason as a response to passion, has a definite

intellectual appeal, especially in terms of discourse.
One writes as a reaction to one's perception of a situation
that calls forth a corresponding assertion, which in turn

initiates a counter-assertion.

According to Burke, this

process highlights the importance of taking the larger

19

view, for "by reason of the 'scene-act' ratio the individual
can identify himself with the character of the surrounding

situation, translating one into terms of the other; hence
a shift to a grander order, . . . enabling men to transcend
too local a view of themselves" (Grammar 540).

Applying this concept to the writing process means
that without the logical constraints of dialectic inter
action, the text we generate would be so subjective as
to be unintelligible.

Writing as an act of communication

must contain more than our emotional reactions; it must

also be responsive to the need to develop and present ideas

in a manner that allows the reader to recognize and respond

to them.

To be fully realized, the autonomous voice motive

necessitates this dialectic involvement.

The Dialectic in the Classroom

When the use of dialectic discourse is presented as
a means of transforming reality, through needed social,

political, and educational changes, it would be an

appropriate classroom resource, and a valuable motivational
tool for writing.

In this way, the stimulus and rationale

for composit:ion would become directional, for, as Burke

maintains, "The directional is embedded in the very word
motivation."

Consequently,"the directional stresses the

sense of motivation from within" (Grammar 31).

Such an

emphasis would encourage all students, regardless of
ability, to contribute to the dialectic of the classroom.

^ . 20 . \

This contribution would originate with the genuine response
(both written and spoken) which the course Content would
elicit from the students.
The dialectic nature of the scene-act ratio is an

advantagebus instructional tool when teachers use it

judiciously.

However, if teachers emphasize only the

Contextual requirements of writing, then we would expect

students to abandon their own ideas whenever such a response
seemed expedient.

On the other hand, when the motives

for writing are entirely personal (agent-derived), then
the jA^riter would acknowledge only his own opinions and

values and would totally reject any opposing view.

The

first emphasis would tend to generate personally valueless
writing, while the second would result in writing that
is overly subjective.

Teachers need to stress a balance

between the two so that their Students' writing can fulfill

the students' intrinsic needs as well as the requirements
of the composing situation.

Such a balance would be particularly necessary when
a teacher assigns a "position" paper, such as a paper asking
students to"Evaluate Your Role in Society."

If not

careful, a teacher could slant the wording of the assignment
in such a way that students try to adjust their viewpoint
to match the teacher's.

In the other extreme, teachers

Could promulgate a dogmatic tendency in their students'
writing unless they clarified the need for the rational
21
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give-and-take of the dialectic process, for "reason as
a response to passion."
Les Perelman insists that the function of writing
cannot be separated from its context.

This insistence

echoes Burke's stress on the dialectic nature of his

pentad's scene element.

Perelman opposes the paradigm

which assumes that the search for personal significance
both precedes and is more important than any socially

defined purpose because this paradigm's "failure to see
writing as an essentially social activity limits both its

perspective and its usefulness" (471).

He concedes that

classroom writing is an anomaly because of the artificial

nature of the discourse, in which writing is primarily

meant to demonstrate competence with the various modes
of classroom discourse.

However, he also points out that

since many other discourse situations are constraine:d by

the social roles of the writer, the idea of a "normative

discourse" is itself open to question.

Perelman suggests

that teachers should "help our students discover the basic
strategies by which they can determine and fulfill the

requirements of various types of discourse," rather than
privilege academic writing to the virtual exclusion of
the writing required in other social roles (476).
Instruction which recognizes the contextual elements

of discourse, as present both in and out of the classroom,
would permit students to find a dialectic relevance in
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their classroom writing.

The dialectic thus takes the

form of participatioh in the complete world of discourse,
for which the "ultimate motive" is "the need to be more

fully human, the need to participate more completely and

more freely in the world" (Knoblauch, "Dialogue" 125).
Connections with Other Theories

The connections between Burke's theories of motivation

and certain philosophical and psychological ooncepts of
other theorists corroborate the importance Of his theories

to this study of the motives for composing.

Such

connections also underscore the relevance of the autonomous

voice hypothesis to the process of applying these connected

theories to composition rnbtivations.

Among Such theories

are those piroposed by philosopher Suzanne Langer and
pyschologists Edward L. Deci and John Jung.

Langer's Theories
Suzanne Langer proposes the importance of
"individuation" and "involvement" in her motivational

theories, terms which are directly related to Burke's
considerations of the intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of
motivation.

Langer uses these terms because they can be

applied to both the current human condition (individually
and collectively) and to all elements of life, past and
present.

She sees them as continuing functions of life

on the planet.

Her definition of these processes has many

points in common with Burke's dramatist pentad in its
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dynamic depiction of the motivational forces involved:
Individuation is a process consisting of acts;
every act is motivated by a Vital situation. .
. . The situation, uniquely given for each act
(and therefore not amenable to specific
description), is a phase of the total life, the
matrix, from which motivation constantly arises.
. . . A Very appreciable logical virtue of the
concept of individuation is that it has a converse

. . . namely, "involvement." The two principles
are opposed/ yet interdependent, in more intricate
ways than simply balancing each other or

alternating.

In most vital phenomena both of them

are in operation, and the processes that exemplify
them are numberless.

(311-315)

Certainly writing is one of the "processes that

exemplify" these concepts; the "indiyiduation" motives
of the composing act are reflected in the writer's heed
to preserve autonomy, while "involvement" concerns the

use of one's composing voice in interaction with "a vital
situation.;"

While Burke's emphasis is on the history of human
behavior and its motivations (with their broad social,

historical, economic, ideological, cultural, and religious
ramifications), Lahger extends her philosophical concerns
to the formation of the human mind in its prehistoric

biological and chemical origins.

In tracing the origins

of motivation back to the ptigins of life, she takes a

step back further than Burke.

In this respect, her

philosophy is even broader in scope than Burke's, for while
Burke concentrates on the causes and components of human

motivation, Langer describes motivation in terms of the
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acts of all living organisms.

Despite this difference in emphasis, certain salient
connecting points betv/een their ideas stand put.

Danger,

as has Burke, makes some pointed criticisms of psychologists

who promote behaviorism as the logical way to study mental
phenomena.

She decries their methodology for eschewing

"all researches that required any extensive assumptions

and especially any departure from the stimulus-response
patterns" (287).

In evincing this necessity to broaden

the motivational concept (rather than virtually eliminating
it as behaviorists have done), Danger insists that

motivation serves not only as "'causation of the

psychical'", but as"'causation of acts'" as well (281).
In her view, because each act motivates, and requires
motivation by, other acts (or sets of acts), life as we

know it would be impossible without the motivational forces.
Danger and the Dialectic

Danger's position corresponds to Burke's dialectic
premise because she maintains, as does he, that acts are
purposeful and unique to the situation.

Therefore, the

act of writing can become a motivated process only if it

proceeds from the individual's perceptions of his
environment and his needs in relation to that environment.

Motivated writing consists of a personal identification
with the act, an identification which views the act as

purposeful and pertinent to one's situation, as an organic

outgrowth and natural consequence of other acts.

Thus,

Langer's theories CQrrespond with Burke's emphasis on the
scene-act ratio of his pentad, a ratio which gives rise
to the dialectic nature of motivation.

Langer further theorizes.

Acts grow in scope, in complexity, and in intensity,
according to (1)their chances of implementation;

(2) their organizing propensities, . . . and (3)the
energy of their original motivation, which may
be greatly enhanced by confluent impulses in the
course of actualization.

(416)

In terms of composition, this means there must be

a felt need evoked by the situation to which the act of

writing serves as a natural and logical response.

To be

inherently meaningful, this felt need can't proceed from
factors which have no genuine bearing on the direction

of the actiyity, a direction which, as Burke points out,
emanates from within.

Furthermore, "confluent impulses"

which enhance the original motivation to write arise
when the writing activity becomes a task which challenges

the need for "individuation" and "involvement."

These

forces guide the motivational energies toward completion

of the writing task.

Such forces can be subsumed under

the category of the autonomous voice motivation for writing
because they entail the writer's desire for recognition

as both a separate and yet integrated entity.
Theories of Cognitive Psychology

According to psychologist Edward L. Deci, studying
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the motivation behind writing would be impossible from
a behaviorial approach because it denies the significance
of motivation to the understanding of human behavior.

In contrast, underlying Deci's assumptions abput human
freedom of choice is the recognition of "how a person uses
informaition from his environment and his memory to make
decisions about what to do" (Intrinsic 16).

These kinds

of assumptions are much the same as Burke's, whose theory
of the scene-act ratio stresses the causual reciprocity

of scene and act.

Furthermore, Burke is in agreement with

Deci in his opposition to the deterministic nature of

behaviorism on the grounds that "the danger of a

materialistic science" is its over-emphasis on "instincts,"
"drives, " and "urges" (Grammar 49).
Examination of Burke's and Deci's theories reveals

much similarity in that they both maintain that people

are motivated by internal as well as external forces.
Howevet, Burke spotlights the dialectical interaction of

these forces, which emphasizes extrinsic elements of
motivation, whereas Deci, who insists that people seem

to engage in activties"for which there is no apparent
reward except the activity itself," stresses intrinsic
motivation (Intrinsic 23).
While Burke does not discount the value of intrinsic

motivation (the pleasure of learning and writing for its
own sake rather than for an external reward) he nonetheless
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emphasizes that human activity is largely motivated by

perceptions of and reactions to the environment in which
it takes place.

Deci's theory of intrinsic motivation,

on the other hand, while not denying the importance of
environment to motivatioh, gives pre-eminence to internal

factors.

He sees much in human activity which suggests

that intrinsic motivation is a powerful psychological force
which "should be recognized by psychologists and

incorporated into their theories" (Intrinsic 24).
Connections to the Autonomous Voice

The link between Burke's pentad and the autonomous
voice motive also serves to connect them both to the work

of other theorists in the study of motivation.

For example.

Burke's pentad connects to certain ideas proposed by

cognitive psychologist John Jung.

According to Jung, the

"essential features of motivated behavior" include "activity
that is purposive or goal-directed," which links to Burke's
"purpose" aspect of motivation.

In other words. Burke

and Jung agree that motivation is impossible without
purposeful activity.

In the composition classroom, this

would mean that unless students can see the relevance of

a writing task to their experience and perceptions, the
task will be purposeless, and thus, unmotivated.

Motivated

student writing requires that the the students' textual

purposes must be based on their decisions about how the
writing task enhances their ideas and perceptions.

The following quote from Jung illustrates further
similarities to Burke's theories:

The concept of motivation also implies that energy

[the "agency"] is involved to activate the
individual ["agent"] to a level that enables the
performance of the appropriate behavior ["act"]
relevant to the situation ["scene"] the individual
is in at the moment. (5)
Connecting these ideas to composition means that once

students achieve a "purpose" for writing, they are prepared,
as "agents" of the writing "act," to become engaged in
the process.

Such an engagement (which can be classified

as one of Langer's "confluent impulses") serves as the

"agency" or "energy" which enables the students to persist
in the completion of the task.

Furthermore, the motivation

of student writers means that the act of writing becomes

appropriate to the situation, or "scene", when it is
responsive to the classroom context.

In other words,

students are motivated to deal competently with the

writing task when they become sufficiently challenged by
the discourse requirements.
The similarities between the concepts of Jung and
Burke emanate from the same kinds of assumptions as those
on which the autonomous voice hypothesis is based--that
motivation for writing requires an active engagement of
the individual with the situation. The following chapter

explores other psychological theories upon which I base
this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER III
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Theories about Intrinsic Motivation

Cognitive psychplogy offers many avenues of connection

to my thesis because certain of its concepts combine both

the affective and cognitive elements of motivation, a
combination which is important to a comprehensive

understariding of motives for composing.

Deci states,

"Humans act on their environment in a lawful and ordered

way, as determined by their thoughts and feelings"

(Intrinsic 6).

He further claims that assumptions about

human behavior determine the approach and methodology of
different types of experimental psychological investigation.
To assume that humans can make free decisions about what

to do results in the "active or organismic approach of

cognitive, affective and humanistic psychologists," as

opposed to the "passive or mechanistic approach of
behaviorists" (Intrinsic 4).
The approach of cognitive psychology to motivation

provides valuable insight into my thesis because of its
emphasis on intrinsic motivation, a motivation which
emanates from both emotional and cognitive sources.
Furthermore,

Intrinsic motivation is the energy source that
is central to the active nature of the organism.

Its recognition highlighted the important points

that not all behaviors are drive-based, nor are

they a function of external controls.

(Deci and

Ryan, Behavior 11).

"Competence" and "Self-Determination"
Among the theories Deci and his collaborator,

Richard M. Ryan, have fbrmulated are many which relate ,

to composition, particularly those concerning "competence"
and "self-determination," which they propose as the primary
sources of intrinsic motivation.

"Self-determinatibn"

means that the individual is able to exercise choice over

the control of any given action and its outcome by either

choosing to retain control or to relinquish it. "[VJ]hen
people experience having to be in control or having to
attain particular outcomes (i.e., when they are not being

self-determining), the effects will be negative, just as
they are when people cannot gain control" (Behavior 38).
This concept reinforces Burke*s argument that motivation
is grounded in the free will of the agent.
Connecting "self-determination" to composition means
that student writers can be flexible regarding textual

control, depending on how this flexibility of control v/ould
best serve their discourse intent.

For example, they would

make textual changes by either keeping control over these

changes, or by relinquishing this control when they find
that it is appropriate to do so.

"Competence" refers to the "need and capacity of
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organisms to deal effectively with theif environment"
(Intrinsic 54).

Furthermore, "to feel competent and

self-determining,

. . . one will not only deal effectively

with situations which he encounters, but he will seek out
situations in order to be able to deal with them

effectively" (intrinsic 18).

Competence relates to the

autonomous voice in its social aspect; it means that writers
achieve intrinsic satisfaction when they interact

effectively within the rhetorical context.

"Competence"

thus.permits student writers to successfully participate

in the dialectic process of the classroom discourse
situation.

Deci and Ryan's cognitive theory of intrinsic
motivation relates directly to the study of the attitudes
and behaviors of writers.

For a particular writing task

to become largely intrinsically rather than extrinsically
motivating requires that,the writers perceive the task

as"a challenge that is optimal for their abilities"
(Intrinsic 67).

In other words, writers achieve feelings

of competence and self-determination through the opportunity
to choose a task based on their perceptions of their
abilities to master the challenge inherent in the activity.
In the composition class, this theory implies the

need to achieve a balance between assignments and methods
which allow no freedom of choice ("self-determination")

and those which are so ambiguous and ill-defined that they
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frustrate students * performance goals ("competence")>
An example of the first type of assignment would be one

which specifies an arbitrary tbpiCj form, and mode, such

as;

"Write a comparison/contrast paper on the presidential

Candidates, in which you argue for the election of one
of them."

Such an assignment would doubtless a:ppeal only

to a limited number of students; others would not be

challenged by it at all because it severely limits their

textual control.

The second type is exemplified by, "Write

a paper on the presidential candidates."

This kind of

assignment is so vague it would confuse and frustrate most
students.

Without more clearly defined parameters provided

for them, the students' motivation to write would evaporate
in their desperation to determine what is expecteid of them.

Finding the middle ground between these types of

assignments means avoiding the limiting restrictions of
the one and the vague broadness of the other.

An example

of ah assignment that encourages student motivation to
write would be, "Identify an issue in the presidential
election which interests you.

Using the campaign literature

of both candidates as source material, evaluate the

effectiveness and implications of this literature in
addressing the issue."

Siich an assignment would present

the necessary guidelines students require for writing
competence while it does not unnecessarily stifle their
need for self-determination.

v

Intrinsic Motivation and the Autonomous Voice

The concepts of Deci and Ryan connect in substantial

ways to the autonomous voice motivation for writing.

"Self-determination" relates to the need for autonomy,
for feeling unconstrained by superficial controls Over
the content and direction of one's text.

"Competence"

means that the writers are able to respond meaningfully

to the discpurse context through their participating voice.
Both ane vital to the development of the best kinds of
writing, writing that is motivated by the integration of
both individual and social considerations.

According to Carol Sansone, Deci and Ryan's hypothesis
suggests that the competence aspects of feedback
(reinforcements to a given behavior) are the chief
motivational influences for achievement.

Sansone maintains

that this factor is the most significant for determining

intrinsic enjoyment only under certain circumstances.
On the basis of the results of two studies she conducted

with college students, she concludes, "feeling competent
enhances intrinsic motivation only if attaining competence

is perceived as a primary goal of participation" (930).
In other words, for composition students to feel competent

in writing, they must sense that the main goal of their
performance is not to get a good grade or to please the

instructor, but to accomplish what they set out to do as
a writer—to realize the aim of their discourse.
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Writing

competence, therefore, is promoted by the sense of control
which the autonomous voice motive necessitates.

Students

lose this sense of control when the teacher's response

to student texts is based on comparison with the teacher's
"Ideal Text" (Brannon and Knoblauch 161).

This loss in

turn diminishes the students' intrinsic interest in writing.
Contextual Influences
Intrinsic sources of the autonomous voice motivation

can be either threatened or enhanced by contextual

influences.

The ability to write well is often in direct

proportion to the writer's motivation; however, external
influences can affect this ratio.

Such influences beicome

important in the case of "underachieving" writers, writers
who do not fulfill their potential to write well because

they lack intrinsic motivation and because they resist

motivation by external forces.

There is also the case

of the "basic" writer who has every reason to lack
motivation (because of experiencing so much failure in

competition with better writers), and yet who is somehow
intrinsically motivated to keep trying.

The pertinent

influences on the performance of both types of writers,

apart from the students' level of ability, are the kinds
of educational and personal environments to which these
students are exposed.

Their intrinsic motivation can be

influenced by these external forces.

As Deci and Ryan

caution, intrinsic motivation, "though strong and
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persistent, is also vulnerable to the continued encroachment
of environmental forces that are perhaps all too commoh

and often socially sanctioned" (Behavior 43).

These

"socially sanctioned" forces ca,n include a parental

over-emphasis oh grades, as well as a classroom structure
which divests students of their textual control.

These

forces can have a negative effect on the performance of
an otherwise capable student writer.

In contrast, a

challenging home and classroom environment, by encouraging
the student's best efforts, may foster the less able
student's intrinsic interest in writing.

In the context of writing instruction, "socially
sanctioned encroachments" often result in inequality of

academic motivation.

Changing the inequality of academic

motivation, which often causes unequal levels of

achievement, according to John G. Nicholls, "may require
a change of focus of attention away from social comparison,
where success means beating others."

Furthermore,

"productive achievement behavior can be maintained by
perceptions that this behavior is inherently meaningful
("Quality" 1074-1075).

Thus, in the composition classroom,

motivation for writing as a means to learn and create is

generated in terms of its "endogenous" rather than its
"exogenous" attributes.

Such an approach to motivation

"would not suggest that inequality of motivation is
inevitable" ("Quality" 107, my emphasis).
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In other words,

a student's motivation can be modified in the classroom

when teachers apply methods which stress the "endogenous"
attributes of the composing process.

By taking these ideas into consideration, teachers

can change their role from one of judge to that of

instigator, someone who provides the atmosphere and tools
whereby the students are challenged to formulate meaningful
problems and questions which they feel an inherent desire
to pursue.

The students' pursuit of this challenge could

thereby be undertaken not to satisfy the expectations of

either teacher, peers, parents, or the educational system,
but rather to satisfy their unique individual and societal
needs.

As a result, they would gear their performance

to correspond to their highest intellectual potential,

a potential which extends beyond their formal education
into all facets of their lives.
The Value of Evaluation

The intrinsically motivated act of writing calls for

a direct application of all brie's intellectual, creative,
and emotional skills, and is therefore well-suited to the

development of one's autonomous voice, a goal attained

from the realization that personal fulfillment comes only
by assuming responsibility for finding meaning and direction
in one's activities.

This realization will only be thwarted

by instructional methods which employ external, competitive
systems of evaluation.

The question than becomes, how
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do teachers evaluate their students' writing perforinance
if not on the basis of comparison to others?

Evaluation

could instead be based on how well students demonstrate

their involvement with and mastery of their chosen topic.
Thus, the race is not between one student and another,

but between each student and his or her self-imposed goals.

In other words, the students' compact is with themselves,
and by extension, with their teacher, to address a

particular question or concern which they find inherently
meaningful.

Then their task is to show why they find it

so, and to explore potential resolutions, as well as the
consequences of these resqlutions.

This is not to say that grades do not have a necessary

place in composition instruction; grades and other forms
of evaluation provide studehts with the feedback they need
to determine their level of competence.

Furthermore, it

is inevitable that in some respects, evaluation must take
into account the stronger writing ability of certain

students.

However, as Sansone's research suggests, the

best evaluative methods emphasize not ability but the effort
of the individual writers to improve their performance;

in this way improved writing competence is recognized by
an improved grade, which in turn becomes the by-product
rather than the primary goal of good writing.

Psychological Experiments

The pertinence of the concepts of cognitive psychology
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for composition is clearly demonstrated by various

experiments in intrinsic motivation.

Though such

experiments do not provide definitive answers to questions
of motivation because they simplify the conditions

surrounding their results, such "findings are important
because they avoid some of the biases and limitations of
the views of the lay person" (Jung 15).
Examples of Relevant Experiments

In a series of three experiments from 1971-73, Deci
and two co-researchers monitored sets of coHeg® students

and their intrinsic motivation for puzzle solving.

He

established that with the experimental groups "the positive
feedback which was inherent in the success experience

strengthened the subjects' feelings of competence and
self-determination (as measured by their expressed
confidence) and made them more intrinsically motivated

(as reflected by better performance)."

In contrast, the

control groups which were paid for puzzle-solving displayed
decreasing intrinsic motivation (Intrinsic 146).
Deci's conclusions were substantiated by a series
of five studies with college students conducted by James

Nicholls with Carolyn M. Jagacinski.

In these studies,

the subjects perceived their performances differently

depending on whether they became task-involved (where
greater effort implied better performance and resulted
in informational feedback) versus ego-involved (where
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greater effort implied lower ability and resulted in
controlling feedback).

In ego-involved testing situations.

Given a fixed level of performance, students judged
their ability lower when they worked harder than
others and higher when they worked less than others.
They also expected to feel more guilty when they

did not try hard, but more embarrassed when they
did.

Hence, effort is a double-edged sword in

ego-involving conditions, but not in task-involving
conditions. ("Conception" 909)
Connections to Composition

The implication for writing instruction is clear:

positive feedback implicit in teacher response to student
writing needs to be informational rather than controlling.

In other words, the best results for promoting intrinsic
motivation come from a feedback that focuses on the writing

project itself (on the student's desire to say something
meaningful in the best possible way) rather than on a

particular student's apparent abilities or lack of them.
In an ego-involved writing environment, where student

writers regard themselves as incapable--that their failure
to write well, and receive the good grades and accolades

that are evidence of teacher approval, is caused by an
innate inability--their potentiai for intrinsically
motivated writing is thoroughly undermined.

In a

task-involved situation, on the other hand, students are

made to feel, by the explicit and implicit behavior and
attitudes of the teacher, that poor performance is the

result of lack of effort.

They may then realize that the
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cause lies within their ability to control; thus, their
incentive to correct this failure will be higher.

When

students' writing performance is connected to effort rather
than ability, they become more task-involved than

ego-involved, a:nd they see themselves as capable of
effecting a change in this performance.

Research in this

area by John Nichblls leads him to conclude that "as
learning is an end in itself» when individuals feel they
are mastering a task, they feel they are doing what they
want to do.

They feel more intrinsically motivated than

when they are ego-involved" ("Achievement" 331).
Teacher Response

One of the problems which teachers face when their

methods stress effort over ability, as outlined by

psychologist Bernard Weiner, is a negative teacher response
to a perceived lack of effort. "There is ample evidence
that failure ascribed to a perceived lack of effort is

especially punished,"

From experiments he conducted in

1 970, he concludes thst "fa^ilure due to insufficient effort
was evaluated much more negatively than failure due to

lack of ability" ("Affect'' 70).

According to Weiner, the typical teacher reaction
to lack of effort is anger and surprise, versus a reaction

of sadness and pity to lack of ability (71-72).

Possibly

the first type of reaction springs from the belief that
a lack of effort reflects poorly on the teacher, that it
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is evidence of the teacher's failure to generate sufficient
enthusiasm in the erring student.

When teachers view their

students' efforts in this light/ and make of them a kind
of personal crusade, then they deny to their students their
need and their right to locate their motives for writing
within themselves, and composition reverts from a dialectic

task-centered activity to a competitive, ego-involved one.
Anger at a student's failure to perform to his or
her capacity is probably a natural reaction and possibly
even warranted in some cases.

But teachers can prevent

this reaction from developing into a negative attitude
toward the student if they keep in mind the need to:
(1jassume responsibility only for maintaining a challenging
yet encouraging dialectic environment, and (2)insist that

the students assume responsibility for both their own effort
and their own motivation.

In this way, teachers will hot

tend to view student lack of effort as a personal affront,
and concentrate instead on promoting a positive classroom
atmosphere.

For, in the words of Gerard Giordano,

One can argue about necessary writing skills, the
optimal formats for teaching those skills^ and the
most efficient system for organizing a program.
But no matter how well organized a writing program
is, it will be effective only if the students in
that program are genuinely motivated to write.
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The Role of the Emotions

Certain cognitive psychologists, such as Deci, Ryan,
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and Weiner, maintain that motivational theories which do
not take the emotions into account are Unsatisfactory,

Weiner states that "prior theories of motivation have been
remiss in ignoring the emotions, save for an acceptance

of the pleasure-pain principle" (Attribution 10).

Further

more, "cognitive mastery cannot merely be encompassed within

the pleasure-pain principle," and "motivation cannot b®
understood without a detailed analysis of emotions" (7-9).
Affect and Composition

Consideration of motivations for writing would be

incomplete and shallow if it did not include the role of
the emotions.

Emotions are a basic human trait; we can

ignore them as a powerful source of composing motivation

only at the cost of losing an essential component.

This

fact has been the focus of many writing theorists, including

James Moffett, Alice Brand, and James Britton.
In their eagerness to gain scientific respectability,

composition researchers need to keep in mind the ,
complexities Of writing motivation arid its affective

aspects.

The subjective value of an individual's writing

goals ought to be considered.

Weiner points out.

The subjective value [a value measured in turns
of the individual's unique needs] of the goal has
an isomorphism, of a one-to-one correspondence,
with its emotional impact . . . the greater the
subjective value, the greater the anticipated
satisfaction if it is attained. (Attribution 10)

Some of the ways this "subjective value" is linked
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to the writing process are delineated by research undertaken

by Alice Brand and Jack Powell.

From a study of eighty-

seven college students and the emotions they experienced

while writing, they found that "in general, writers'
emotions change significantly when they wi^ite.

Typically,

positive feelings of writers intensify over the course
of composing."

This result was attained with both skilled

and unskilled writers.

One significant difference between

them was that the skilled writers experienced less boredom

and confusion than did the unskilled writers. "Perhaps
writers who consider themselves skilled become more readily

engaged in composing" ("Emotion" 283).

In other words,

skilled writers may find more subjective value in the
writing process than unskilled writers because they are

able to use this process to satisfy their individual needs,
which in turn leads to the alleviation of negative emotions

It would seem incumbent upon writing instructors to find
ways to alleyiate the negative emotional affects of writing
for both categories of writers.
Affect and the Autonomous Voice

Brand laments the fact that in writing, education,

"the biases are all too clear.

Emotional neutrality is

considered morally the most advanced . . . .

We need

reminding that the very idea of being human and impartial
is a contradiction in terms" ("Cognition" 438-439).

I

agree with Brand that there is more to writing than models,
44
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paradigms, and variables, and therefore accurate prediction

arid sound teachirig of composing processes cannot be limited
to cognitive considerations alone.

Humans are not

computers, and their decisions are based on more than

intellectual input.

Any study of human motivation i^

incomplete which does not include the role of emotions;

therefore, a concept concerning the writing process,
including the autonomous voice motivation, requires
consideration of this role.

The affective aspects of motivation^ as they relate

to my thesis, provide an essential source of connection
between various thinkers' ideas.

In her demand for a

balanced approach to writing and its motivations Brand

has many predeicessors.

James Brittoh makes the same kinds

of assertions in the conclusions he drew from his study

of school-age children.

According to Britton, language

use entails more than simply making order out of a chaotic

world.

It is "affected also by the projection of our

individual feelings, our needs and desires, . . . a

classification in a:ccordance with 'the way I feel about

things'" (Language 105^106).
The autonomous voice concept relates to the affective
aspects of compositions in this way:

To achieve an

integrated source pf motivation, as reflected by one's
need for a separate Unique identity, requires the use of

all the intrinsic resources, emotional and cognitive, at

one's disposal.

In addition, our need to establish a

composing voice, through which to participate in a given
discourse community, springs from an impetus which is
affective as well as rational in nature.

Teachers can strengthen students' interest in writing

by including the "expressive" and "poetic" modes as part
of the coursework.

Such writing taps the affective as

well as the cognitive aspects of motivation because these
modes can stimulate the subjective value of writing.

There is something in the writing process which can be

a liberating means of self-fulfillment.

If we can

successfully capture the emotional impetus and satisfactions
of our autonomous voice we can perhaps envision ways to

help rather than hinder just such a recognition in our
students.
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CHAPTER IV

CONNECTIONS TO COMPOSITION THEORY

Motivation in the Classroom

The classroom is an important, often dominant, part
of the students' social environment.

Although it

constitutes only one environmental influence among dozens
with which students interact (such as familial, political,

economic, social, and religious affiliations), it is the
one with which writing instructors are most concerned.
Furthermore, the classroom environment, while not as

important as motivations originating from intrinsic values,
serves as a significant component of composition
motivations.

As I have proposed, by maintaining a classroom

atmosphere which stimulates intrinsic motivation, the
teacher allows students to cultivate their autonomous voice

in their writing.

Such a goal requires the teacher to

avoid instructional methods which are antithetical to the

students' need for fulfillment of both their individual

and social identities.

These methods proceed from a

teacher-centered classroom, and virtually put the student

on trial, subject to the arbitrary dictates of the

teacher/judge.

The teacher-centered class is one in which

instruction is authoritarian, the format is largely lecture

presentation, there is little student participation,
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evaluation of student texts is based on how well they

conform to the teacher's expectations, and grades become
a way of rewarding this conformity.
Importance of Intrinsic Motivation

Many students have learned to hate writing because
2

rather than being rewarded for creative

originality, they

are taught to seek correctness and conformity as their
goal.

As a consequence, they have mastered the five

paragraph theme about such topics as "My Favorite Author,"
not as a means to express genuine thoughts and feelings,
but as an end in itself, an end for which the rewards are
not intrinsic satisfaction, but the external constraints
of grades and teacher approval.

In contrast, certain qualities characterize a classroom
environment which challenges students to seek the

Satisfactions of learning through writing.

These qualities

are important because they enhance students' intrinsic
motivation by providing opportunities for them to achieve

"self-determination" and "competence."

The characteristics

which foster this achievement, aS delineated by S. Barter,
include:

(1) learning motivated by curiosity versus learning
to please the teacher, (2) incentive to work for
one's own satisfaction versus working to please
the teacher and get good grades, (3) preference

for challenging work versus preference for easy
work, (4) desire to work independently versus
dependence on the teacher for help, and (5) internal
versus external criteria for determining success
or failure. (qtd. in Amabile 152)
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The results of a 1980 study of three hundred freshman
at use demonstrated the differehces in attitudes toward

writing between intrinsically and extrinsically motivated
Student.

''Intrinsically motivated" students were those

who reported that they enjoyed writing and felt that they
Wrote well/ while the "extfihsically motivated" students
said they did not enjoy writing, were motivated by fear
of failure, and reported that they did not write well.
Furthermore, the researchers concluded that the primary
motive to write for both categories of writers was the

grade they received.

They maintain that "it seems

unreasonable to assume that young writers have an innate

urge to write or that the excitement of discovery generates
a compelling motivation to write" (Williams and Alden 102).
As this study indicates, most people (particularly
students) are not inclined to write well, or even to write

at all.

Writing for pleasure is a lost art for the

majority, what with the prevalence of easier means of
communication and the abundance of less demanding forms

of entertainment.

Yet, the art and craft of writing

continue to thrive despite these conditions, and despite

the fact that the majority of people write only when they
are forced to do so.

Therefore, in the context of writing

pedagogy, a teacher needs to achieve a balance between

being completely resigned to the students' disinterest
in, and even resentment of, various assigned writing tasks

and being eager to fan every spark of interest the students
may display.
Requirements of Academic Discourse

Classroom writing, regardless of how it is structured,
is artificial and arbitrary in certain respects.

This

is true because the nature of composition instruction
requires the student to meet certain levels of performance

in order to earn a grade, a requirement which other kinds

of writing don't entail.

Therefore, from the onset of

the first assignment, the external constraints placed on

students to mold their writing along lines Of academic
discourse is a factor with which the composition teacher
must reckon.

David Bartholomae maintains that students need to

learn to appropriate the discourse of the academic community
in order to succeecJ in composition and other classes.

Through this process, students must yield their customary^
patterns of thought, prior assumptions, and modes of

expression, (the "commonplaces" of their language).

This

is perforce a violent process because it strips students

of the comfortable ego-support of their everyday discourse,

and impels them not only to"invent the university" but
to be invented by it.

Bartholomae's emphasis on the requirements of academic
discourse reflects a Burkean dialectic concern with the

extrinsic elements of motivation.
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According to him,

students develop a voice in the academic community through
their competence in adapting to the conventions and

commonplaces of its discourse.

"The writer who can

successfully manipulate an audience {. . . who can
accommodate her motives to her reader'S ekpectatipns) is

a writer who can both imagine and write from a position

Of privilege" (139).

Barthplomae suggests that the

teacher's primary job is to aid this process by helping
students to critically examine and, in many cases, abandon

their preconceptions about language use.

It is only by

challenging the systems of discourse which previously
informed their lives that students can gain the competence

they need to be recognized as authorities over their own
texts:

The movement toward a more specialized discourse

begins (or, perhaps, best begins) both when a
student can define a position of privilege, . .
and-when he or she can work self-consciously,

critically, against not only the "common" code
but his or her Own.

(156)

I agree with Bartholomae's position because, when

he applies his concepts to specific cases of student
writing, he shows that successful student writers are those
who have adapted to the academic community by taking on

the garments of its discourse.

He asserts that it is the

writing instructor's business to help students assume the

authority over their texts which learning and using the
conventions of academic discourse can provide them.
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This

is particularly true with basic writers, who are unfamiliar
with and bewildered by this discourse^ and whose motivations

to write stem largely from a need to become competent in
its,:use.'

I am thinking of a student I met the first night of

my first job as a teacher for English 90 (a course in
sentence-level fundamentals).

As I looked over the class,

a "mixed bag" of various ages, abilities, and ethnicities,
r noticed a student whose look of intelligent awareness

seemed to belie the necessity of her presence there.

At

break time, she confided her serious doubts about her

ability to keep up with the other students.

She revealed

that she had been a functiona;! illiterate throughout school,
and that she had managed to teach herself to read only
within the past three years.

Her ambition was to be a

nurse, and she wanted badly to succeed.

She was motivated

primarily hot by a desire for freedom of self-expression
(at least, not at her present educational stage), but by
her need to learn what luckier, more successful students

have already managed to learn about the academic uses of
language.

I am sure that such students as this have the

capacity and the motivation to succeed, a goal which I
share with them because unless teachers enable such

disenfranchised students to empower themselves, academic
success will remain locked away for the elite few who
already have the key to the mysteries of academic discourse.
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The problem consists of acknowledging the requirements
of school writing without allowing them to become so

predominant that they crowd out the student's recognition
that the satisfactions of writirig can entail more than

academic advancement.

According to James Moffett, we can

help eliminate this problem by methods which "create more
realistic communication 'dramas' . . . in a way more

resembling how [the student] will have to read, write,

speak, and listen in the 'afterlife'" (12).

In stressing

the relevance of writing well for their lives outside the

classroom, teachers can stimulate students' intrinsic
interest in writing.

Furthermore, teachers can also

emphasize the way that students, once they have successively

appropriated the academic discourse mode, can use the very
strategies of this discourse to challenge its own

"commonplaces."
Students need to realize that rather than simply

representing an abandonment of their personal dialect,

their"ownership" of academic discourse can enrich and
strengthen their powers of self-determination by allowing
them to Critically examine the very system they are being

taught to emulate.

For example, although teachers insist

that well-educated students need to familiarize themselves
with the literary canon, they can also encourage these

students to challenge th® assumptions of canon formation

itself as the logical next step in their educational
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development.

Taking these kinds of steps will make their

use of academic discourse more uniquely their own and thus
fulfill the requirements of the autonomous voice motivation.
The Need for Dialectic Emphasis

The importance of class structure to student motivation

has been addressed by many writing and pedagogical
theorists, including C. H. Knoblauch, Les Perelman, Ira

Shor, and James Britton.

Their ideas contain some of the

most useful and advanced thinking about the ways teachers

can use a dialectic approach to enhance the intrinsic
motivation of students.

Knoblauch and Brannon see the

solution to an extrinsic emphasis in composition instruction

as consisting of methods which employ "operational purposes
rather than idealized aims . . [Furthermore,] these purposes

exist in writers' minds as dispositions to communicate

particular information to particular readers in specific
situations" (28).

These authors suggest some strategies for developing
this dialectic emphasis.

One strategy is to have students

describe in the margins of their papers how their statements

achieve the effects they intended.; The teacher then

responds with a oonsideration of whether these stated
intentions have been realized, and suggestions about what

the "loopholes" in the text might be.

"As these gaps are

successfully narrowed, one draft at a time, the motive
to solve technical problems is sttengthened, in a context
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in which the writer's intentions matter more than the

teacher's Ideal Text" (Brannon and Knoblauch 165).
Many students wouldn't take composition classes if

they werein't required to do so; we can't expect such
students to feel a burning need to write.

However, teachers

can help these students realize that writing can be
enjoyable despite the hard work involved, and that the

satisfactions which the dialectic classroom can provide
extend beyond the classroom.

On the other hand,

"empowering" students through the privileged language of
academic discourse (see Shor) means more than the promotion
of their political, economic, or even cultural advancement;
it also means, that teachers seek to stimulate the intrinsic

motivation of their students.

Certainly, a composition

teacher needs to provide instruction in Standard Written

English so that students can have the needed skills to
succeed in the everyday world of work, home, and community.
However, there is more that the composition class can offer;

it can provide the bmotional and intellectual enjoyment

that comes from autonomous self-expression.

By

concentrating on the dialectic nature of composition,
teachers can employ a composing pedagogy that makes use
of the fullest and most satisfactory aspects of motivation,

those arising from the need for an autonomous voice.
The Teacher's Role

As I have suggested, in the theories of such divergent
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writers as Kenneth Burke, James Britton, C. H. Knoblauch,
Alice Brand, and Edward Deci are many concepts which can

be related to motiyations for composition.
this discourse, a common thread emerges:

In much of

each person is

responsible for the generation, direction, and
implementation of his or her own motivations.

Although her work involves school-age children, Susan
Barter's research into motivation is also applicable to

the college composition class.

She concludes that"the

intrinsically qriented child reports a greatei: knowledge
of what factors cpntrol the successes and failures in his
or her life and is apt to report that this source is

internal" (311 ),

Helping students assume responsibility

for personal motivation is crucial if students are to be
free to fulfill their individual and social identities

through participation in the world of discourse.

Promoting

students' intrinsic motivation as a means of widening and

enriching this participation would seem a worthwhile goal
in any composition classroom.
Student-Teacher Interaction

In a study outlined by Teresa Amabile, the researchers
established that "teachers' beliefs in the importance of
student autonomy correlated significantly and positively

with their students' preference for challenge, curiosity,
and desire for independent maStery" (160).

In the context

of the writing class^ this means that the teacher who
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wants to enhance student interest in writing will offer

guidance and suggestions, while leaving it to the students
to discover their own ideas and how they wish to express
them.'V
Teacher Raymond Wlodkowski of the University of

Wisconsin describes how the complexity of the
student/teacher interaction effects student motivation:
Between what we do as teachers and what students

do as learners are the students* perceptions,
values, personalities, and judgments. These
elements decide the final outcome of student

motivation.

There is no direct line Of control

like a radio switch between teacher behavior and
student motivation.
Students can be influenced

and affected by teachers, but they cannot be
directly motivated. (14, my emphasis)
The question arises, if each person is to be

responsible for his own motivation, how can the study of
motivation benefit the teaching of composition?

What such

a study can provide is the recognition that intrinsically
motivated students (those who can find enjoyment in the

activity itself) have greater self-esteem and consequently
achieve greater mastery than do those students who are

extrinsically motivated mainly by grades and fear of
failure.

The objective of education is not to originate

motivation for the students by some stimulus-response means,

but neither do teachers need to resign themselves to playing
no part in student motivation.

Although students must

ultimately be held accountable for their own motivations,
teachers can provide opportunities and incentives for their

•
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students to demonstrate both interest and competence in
composition.
Personal Needs and Motivation

Students' need for personal growth and self-fulfillment
are met by classroom conditions which"maximize and enhance
the learning choices" based on those needs (Wlodlowski
80).

Ways to do this include: (1) selecting topics which

arouse student curiosity, (2) encoutaging divergent creative
thought, (3) offering projects which are chosen, directed,

and evaluated by the individual student, and (4) discussing

with the student how what he/she learned helped to realize
their potential for self-discovery (Wlodlowski 78-81).

Partly because of the detrimental effects on students'
intrinsic motivation of teaching methods which do nOt
consider the personal needs of the student.
Many educators and psychologists have seriously
questioned curriculum hierarchies that place
personal growth largely outside of the instructional
framework. Furthermore, a study of statements
of educational purpose reveals that individual
human development continues to be regarded as a
most fundamental obligation of education. (Brand,
Therapy 43)

Considerations of motivation as an integral part Of

this "human development" are vitally heeded in purposeful
composition ihstruction.

In recognition of this need,

some critics of teacher-centered classrooms argue that
teachers who ask students to make textual corrections in

order to match the teachers' expectations are in effect
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appropriatihg their students' texts.

As a result/students'

motives for writing shift from their own perceptions of
intention and methods to match those of the teaGhej-^

"they are forced to concede the reader * s authority and
to make guesses about what they can and cannot say.

One

consequence is often a diminishing . . ^ of the incentive
to write" (Brannon and Knoblauch 159).

Therefore, teachers

need to offer suggestions that give students information

for improving their writing competence rather than

suggestiohs that give the impression that there is only
one right way to approach a given assignment.

For instance,

an appropriate response to a "gap" in a student text could
be, "Can you give an example from either your personal
experience or prior knowledge to explain why you think

this is so?"; a less helpful response would be the
frustrating comment, "Be specific."

The first comment

opens up the possibilities for revision, while the second
(which is as vague as the teacher claims the writer is

being) would merely discourage the majority of student
writers because they would have to guess about what the
teacher expects.

Teachers encourage student apathy and discourage
the students' initiative by consistently dwelling on the
flaws in their writing rather than emphasizing the

strengths, however meager.

They need to recognize "that

options often have equal validity," and writers "are moved
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to change their habits only when they notice inadequate

choices negatively affecting readers' perceptions of what
they are trying to say . . ," (Knoblauch and Brannon,
Rhetorical 15).
Students need to be relieved of the intimidation that

comes from years of reminders about how inept their writing
is.

One way teachers can accomplish this by allowing a

certain amount of ungraded writing, such as journals and

"free writings," to which they respond as an interested
and yet nonjudgmental audience.

By focusing on what the

student wants to say rather than on his or her ability
to earn a good grade, such responses encourage what is

best in the writing and help the writer learn ways to supply
what is lacking.

In other words, teacher and peer comments

on ungraded compositions could provide guidance for students
to improve their writing in accordance with their own

textual purposes, and may help demonstrate that good grades
are not the only reasons for good writing.
Affect and Writing Apprehensive

A classroom structure which encourages student

motivation recognizes the intrinsic needs of the students,
and some of these needs are affective in origin.

Feeling

good about oneself is a natural consequence of writing
which emanates from the autonomous voice motive, and it

is "feeling while learning that, when positive, sustains
involvement and deepens interest in the subject matter

. .
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or activity" (Wlodkowski 108).

Feeling good about their

writing is an experience many unskilled writers have
unfortunately missed.

According to a study of 388

undergraduate students in a basic communications course
(1983), researchers Daly and Miller conclude,
The results are consistent with previous research
. . . There is a statistically meaningful and
inverse association between writing apprehension
and the way people feel about themselves. This
relationship is substantially larger when the
self-esteem measure is writing specific. (337)
What this research suggests is that teachers can

improve students' self-esteem by helping them overcome
their writing apprehension.

Furthermore, since

"apprehension is associated with lower scores on

standardized tests of writing aptitude and ability" (328),
teachers can not only help apprehensive students feel

better, but they can also help them write better by using
strategies which minimize their apprehension.
To many apprehensive, unskilled writers, the writing
task is like finding themselves in a dark, tangled jungle
which overwhelms their sense of direction.

This may be

because they have often been denied the exercise of their
own cognitive powers by instruction which stresses learning

the right way, "the gospel according to the teacher."
In my observations as a Learning Center writing tutor,
I have learned that many writers are unskilled not because
they lack intelligence, but because they have too often
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resigned themselves to failure.

If they have experienced

teachers who respond primarily to the flaws rather than

the strengths of their papers, these students will lack
confidence in their ability to improve.

While many fine writers have had to struggle against
much opposition before winning reccghition, teachers can

hardly expect the majority Qfcpmposition students to
exhibit the same kind of determination to write well.

Therefore, negative teacher response to students' work
can hardly help them to persevere in the writing task;

the pain of bad grades and judgmental responses to their
writing may merely teach students to avoid difficult writing

assignments, or, failing that, to drop out entirely.

This

is not to say that teachers do not need to stress excellence

of writing craftsmanship; they certainly must do so in
order to make improved writing the shared goal of the

composition class.

Teachers can best accomplish this goal

by freeing students from the ill effects of emphasizing
the weaknesses of students' texts rather than their
strengths.

Apprehensive students need encouragement about what

they do well.

"The responsive teacher is always attempting

to get the student to bypass the global evaluations of
failure . . . and move into an element that is working

well" (Murray 146).

This positive response to writing

can improve the students' perceptions of their capabilities.
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In turn, they will feel that the discovery of personal
observations, ideas, and values through writing can be

a source of much satisfaction to them.

By finding intrinsic

satisfaction in composition, student writers will increase
their desire to change the flawed aspects of their writing

in order to remove any impediments to the fullest expression
of their thoughts and feelings.
While acknowledging that writing well is not

necessarily a major interest for many students, teachers
nonetheless can help them overcome their resistance and

apathy to the writing task.

They can accomplish this not

by insisting that students mold themselves into the

teacher's image of the perfect writer, but by urging them
to make a sincere effort to address the writing process,

and by acknowledging these efforts.

Such an emphasis will

foster a classroom environment which promotes writing

improvement as a cooperative venture, one in which both
student and teacher are actively engaged.

Chapter V

presents Some practical suggestions for accomplishing this
engagement.
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CHAPTER V
PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Methods of Instruction

This chapter will examine the teaching methods proposed

by various theorists in composition pedagogy.

My purpose

is to show how some of these methods, by conforming to
the philosophical and psychological theories of motivation
I have described, are the most successful in aiding the
fulfillment of the students' autonombus voice.

These

methods enable students to appreciate writing as an end
in itself, and at the same time their use incorporates
the needed emphasis on standards of excellence in
composition.
Certain ways to teach foster the positive effects
of motivation (both extrinsic and intrinsic) more than

other teaching methods do.

Teachers need to realize that

their teaching methods, class structure, assignments, and
evaluation procedures can either stimulate or hamper their

students' autonomous voice, and as a consequence they can
influence the interest and enjoyment their students find
in writing.
Building Writing Competence
The traditional classroom (where the teacher is the

voice of correctness and knowledge, and the student is

virtually excluded from a significant contribution to
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classrooin goals) fails to build writing competence because
this structure often stresses skill acquisition more than

competency building.

Skills are techniques of convention

which are "extrinsic to learners and mastered by choice,"
and competencies "are intrinsic and develop inevitably
with use" (Knoblauch and Brannon, Rhetorical 91).

In

addition, the ability to make meaning through language
is a human competence which is innately valuable, a view

upheld by Deci's hypothesis that the need for competence
is an essential component of intrinsic motivation.

Competence in composition, therefore, comes about not by

repetitive skills exercises, but by encouraging students'
desire to participate in meaning-making activities.
Invention and Motivation

Certain strategies to challenge student motivation
to write well can be used in the classroom.

For example,

imagine a typical class meeting in which the teacher gives

an assignment similar to one suggested by Edward M. White:
Describe as clearly as you can a person you knew
well when you were a child. Your object is to

use enough detail so that we as readers can picture
him or her clearly from the child's perspective
and, at the same time, to make us understand from

the tone of your description the way you felt about
the person you describe. (252)
The teacher spends some time discussing the length, purpose,

and sample subject matter of the paper and then calls for

questions and comments.

There may be little or no response,

in which case the teacher needs a way to challenge the
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students' involvement with the discovery process of the
■assignment..':

/

One possible invention strategy is the "crossbreeding"
method of free-writing

(Bean and Ramage 33-35).

The class

composes a list of concrete nouns which the teacher places
on the board.

The students pick one or two of these

"trigger" words to compare with their subjects as they

spend ten or fifteen minutes writing, and the teacher
encourages them to be as inventive and unusual as possible.
Some students then read their descriptions aloud, and the
class discusses their effectiveness.

Such a procedure

would serve as a preliminary introduction to the process

of discovery/invention by providing an unintimidating

challenge to the students' desire for "self-determination"
and "competence."

Invention techniques like this may

help involve students with the subject of the paper by
demonstrating that the assignment, while quite clear in

its purpose and topic, nonetheless permits freedom of choice
regarding content, organization, tone, and mode.

Students

can learn from such strategies that the purpose of the

assignment is not to limit their creativity, but rather

to provide an impetus and a framework for the discovery
of their original thoughts and feelings.
Exercises like this one center the activity of the
classroom around the students rather than the instructor.

Their use may eventually lead to the "self-regulation"
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of which Shor speaks, whereby the teacher "becomes

expendable . . . through the delegation of responsibility
into a community of learners" (109).

A composition pedagogy conducive to the students'
intrinsic motivation, in which writing is viewed as a

learning expetience valuable as an end in itself, focuses
on a task-centered methodology.

In such a classroom, the

teacher does not assume the role of a controller, one who

defines the ultimate value of the writing process in terms

of the end product.

Rather, the teacher becomes a co-

investigator with the students/ explorihg ways to intensify

the writers' desire to resolve "optimal incongruities"
in the writing task.

"Optimal incongruities" are found

in writing which is epistemic in nature.

As Michael Carter

points out,"Epistemic questions emerge from incongruities,
gaps in a writer's knowledge structure; the act of resolving
the incongruities--reconstructing or expanding old knowledge
and belief systems--is an epistemic act" (562).
Furthermore, composition teachers need to help their
students formulate problems which are epistemic in nature

because such problems ''receive their impetus for solution
from the need td resolve incongruities, to lead the solver

toward knowledge, and to be socially constituted" (558).
To provide opportunities for epistemic problem-solving,
teachers need to learn not only to Usk the right kinds

of questions, but to enable their students to do the same.

Teacher/writer Thorn Hawkins defines the major aspect of
the workshop approach as the use of open-ended questions
which don't cut off inquiry in the way that closed
questions, with their right and wrong answers, usually

do.

"YOU want your questions to bring your students beyond

the stage of simple recall and into the realm of inference,

analysis, judgment, and application" (24).

In writing

instruction, this means asking questions such as, "What
Facet of Society Would You Most Like to Change and Why?",
rather than questiohs such as,"What are the Benefits of
a College Education?"

The first question calls for

personally relevant thought and analysis, while the second
would lead the student to presume that they need to make
the conventional "correct" responses.
Incorporating the Dialectic

In order to provide students opportunities for

dialectic/epistemic writing, teachers can use many
strategies.

Some of these strategies are: (1) Have students

keep a log for reading assignments in Which they respond
with critical questions to interesting sections. (2) Assign

open-ended topics which call for independent thinking and

research. (3) Allow peer response and evaluation of student
texts. (4) Develop a workshop classroom structure.

In terms of Burke's pentad, the rhetorical motive
is grounded in the "scene" element of the workshop, an
element which comprises its dialectical function.
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The

dialeGtic function of writing serves as a source of optimal

incongruities because it provides for episteinic

problem-solving.

Within the discourse Gommunity of the

workshop, student writers can find and resolve the optimal

incongruities: coimprisingrepistemic probl^ns because "what
constitutes a problem and how that problem is 'solved *
are both functions of the conventions of a [discourse]

commuhity" (Carter 563).

Thus, the act of writing becomes

purpbsive to the writer as agent b®tause the responsibility
for the direction and content of the student text remains

in the student's hands and does not shift to the arbitrary
dictates of the teacher.

When teachers highlight the epistemic/dialectic
function of writing, they shift away from the traditional

lecture format because this format reinforces the concept

of the teacher as "imparter of knowledge."

This shift

is particularly necessary in the writing class because
few students can learn to write simply by being told how
or how not to do it.

A teacher-centered class structure

denies the students both their desire for autonomy and

their need to develop a participatory voice because it

centers the value of writing in what the teacher says it

is, rather than in what the students determine it to be
in terms of their own experiences.

According to Knoblauch and Brannon, "Teaching in the
context of modern rhetoric involves fewer absolutes, less

■
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teacher control, and more student involvement.

It's

collaborative, rather than authoritarian . .

(Rhetorical

Traditions 102). These authors claim that the use of ancient

rhetorical ideals, which give little attention "to the

complexities of purpose and . . . the motivations underlying

choices" (25) is no longer appropriate in today's writing
class because their use promotes "a belief that writing
is mainly a process of honoring the conventions that matter
to English teachers" (31).

\

Writing Workshop and Motivation

Knoblauch, Brannon, Shor, Moffett, and Britton, among

others, urge that the workshop approach to teaching

composition is the most satisfactory because "it relies
on authentic academic purposes and a real but
nonauthoritarian teacher-reader whose readiness to take

school writers' meanings seriously creates incentives to
write" (Knoblauch and Brannon, Rhetorical 108).

In

addition, these "authentic academic purposes" provide the
most direct route to the dialectic/epistemic qualities
of the writing process because they originate with a genuine

involvement by the student with the discourse community
of the workshop.
The use of the writing workshop is consistent with

the autonomous voice hypothesis because the workshop method

integrates the individual and social needs of the writer.

Hawkins asserts that "we are what we do, and what we do

-
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is the result of a synthesis between the personal and social
dimensions" (4).

By its dialectic nature, the workshop

incorporates such a synthesis/a synthesis which is integral
to students' intrinsic motivation to write.

The workshop approach stimulates student motivation
for several reasons.

Because much time is spent in class

on invention and fluency strategies (such as brainstorming,

free writing, clustering, etc.), students become responsible

for discovering their own ideas.

The dialectic interaction

provided by the workshop heightens student responsibility
because this interaction enables them to recognize the

the importance of audience.

Peer response to and evaluation

of student texts, both oral and written, help students
see that the importance of textual revisions and corrections
lies not in conforming to the teacher's Ideal Text, but
in responding to the needs of a genuine audience for a

clearly developed presentation of their ideas and

perceptions.

In these ways, the workshop approach makes

the students responsible for discovering and controlling,
in the fullest dialectic/epistemic sense, their own
discourse purposes.

y

Hawkins defines the workshop approach as "the small

group inquiry method."

He maintains that this approach

enhances student motivation because it promotes interaction

with one's environment (corresponding to Deci's idea of

"competence"), stimuia.tes self-initiated activity

("self-determination''-*, effects a change in the learner,

is evaluated by the learner, and maintains the "element

of meaning" (comprising hanger'S ''cohfluent impulses'')
necessary to create an "organic flow" to the experience

(3).

Furthermore/ in the workshop, when students '\really

need to find a piece of information or develop a skill,

they will become motivated with very little external
pressure from the teacher" (6).
The students' active engagement in the workshop
fulfills their need for self-determination (the need to

initiate and address their own epistemic problems in
writing), as well as their need for competence in meeting
the demands of the rhetorical situation.

Thus, the workshop

approach furthers the autonomous voice motive in its

psychological and philosophical origins by requiring writing

which corresponds to the students' individual and social
needs.

Proponents of the workshop approach recognize that
this method must be used as a means to an end, which is

to help students view the experience as a rhetorical context
which satisfies their need for independence and interaction.

Without the open-ended inquiry method, workshops coulcJ

be just as deadening to students' motivation as other
methods often are.

The goal of the workshop is to stimulate

the engagement of the students with the activity of writing,
an engagement which is curtailed when the purposes for

writing reside in the teacher's expectations.

The effective

use of a workshop classroom, in which the teacher becomes

"a guide, an informed responder," fosters a "collective
achievement" developed when teacher and students work

"jointly with issues and problems" (Knoblauch and Brannon,
Rhetorical 102).

The workshop challenges the students' incentive to
write because group interaction results from readers who

"react in the writer's presence to the meanings he or she

is striving to convey". (109).

Consequently, the workshop

approach removes the onus of writing as a solitary task

for which the students' primary motive is to approximate
as closely as possible the teacher's Ideal Text, and
transforms it into a meaningful activity which is both
student-controlled and context-appropriate.

Teaching

composition thus becomes a mutual growth through writing
in which meaning is both personally and collectively
achieved.

It is possible, of course, to foster student motivation

to write by ah inquiry method which doesn't entail the
workshop.

However, the constraints of the lecture method

increase the difficulty of accomplishing this engagement.
A composition instructor who uses only the lecture method

may reinforce the students' belief that their main job
is to discover what the teacher wants them to write rather
than to discover what they want to write and how best to
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write it.

The elements of this traditional approach (in

which the teacher hands out assignments, directs most of
the discussion about the purposes of the assignment, and

is solely responsible for evaluation of student texts),

seem unlikely to call forth much intrinsically mbtivated

writing from the students because this approach severely
restricts their contribution to the goals of the writing
class'. .

The limitations of an approach using lectures alone

could be removed by combining this approach with the
workshop method; in fa.ct, in irtany cases, such a combination

could be more advantageous than the use of the workshop
alone.

For example, teachers sometimes need to provide

various writing models, from both professional and student
texts, as a way of clarifying the requirements of an

assignment.

The discussion of these models is probably

best conducted by an instructor-guided session with the
whole class to insure that all the students understand

the objectives of the assignment; this understanding will,

in turn, increase the students' writing competence.

On

the other hand, peer review of student papers is preferably
done in the workshop, where small group interaction can

generate questions (to which student writers can immediately

respond) about any perceived "gaps" in the text.

Such

an experience emphasizes the needs of the audience; at

the same time it permits students to maintain textual
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control by allowing them to evaluate various peer responses,

and to act upon those which a.re the most useful to their
revision process.

Thus, a successful balancing of lecture

and workshop can foster students' motivation to write well
by promoting both their desire for competence and their
need for self-determination.

Purpose of Assignments
The purpose of writing assignments in the workshop

context begins with the students' intention to address
issues which are relevant to his personal experience, issues

which find expression through interaction with other
students and with the teacher.

Writing assignments

developed in the step-by-step progression of a true workshop
require not only the activities of the process, but the

attitudes needed to fully engage the writer in these
activities.

The activities and attitudes of the workshop

method become central to the formation of the autonomous

voice motive by allowing students to realize their textual
intentions.

Assigning formulaic topics, such as women's rights,
capital punishment, and abortion, will usually disengage

students from the writing process (even when they are
specifically chosen by the student) because such topics
often have little relevance to their lives.

To stimulate

the development of writing motivation, Knoblauch and Brannon

propose that the teacher ask a question with personal

connotations, such as "Who Knows You Best?," which the
students explore through preliminary anecdotes.

In small

group discussions, students can expand these explorations
into a position paper.

Then the teacher introduces some

outside texts which provide additional (possibly contrary)
lines of thought that lead the students to do more research

and analysis (Rhetorical 113-115).

In this process, the

students' intellectual and emotional involvement grows

as they become increasingly committed to the ideas and
evaluations they experience in the workshop.

These kinds of assignments will initiate students'
"operational purposes," which arise not from their

perceptions of what the teacher wants, but from a
recognition of writing as epistemically and dialectically

purposeful.

A discourse which emanates from an intellectual

and affective engagement with the evolving text requires

a teaching emphasis which makes meaning and content more
important than form and convention.

Such an emphasis does

not discount the need to know and use Standard Written

English, but it also values the significance of literacy
in its broadest sense, as an avenue for creative discovery.

"What, after all, could motivate students to prize literacy
when it is defined as avoiding comma splices and mixed

metaphors?" (Knoblauch and Brannon, Rhetorical 43).
Need for Diversity

A classroom where students become motivated to write
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incorporates the students' right to their own discourse,

a right which Ira Shor stresses in his "liberatory" approach
to teaching.

This approach proceeds from the need for

both students and teachers to free themselves from the
constraints of the conyentional class structure.

Giving

students the right to their own discourse means that rather

than becoming"intimidated in the presence of the elite,"
they are encouraged to make use of their"private talk,"
a talk"in their idiom," in which "they invent marvelous
stories and satires" (74).

Teachers can further incorporate

the use of student idiom by providing textual models which

include different dialects, such as Langston Hughes' poetry
and Alice Walker's fiction.

A way to help preserve students' self-expression,

along with their heed to acquire and use appropriate
discourse conventions, is to provide diversity in

assignments, so that the students learn that in some
instances the use of idiomatic speech (such as Black or

Hispanic English) is an effective means of expression.
Such use can be incorporated into various appropriate

assignments, such as fiction, letters, and journal writing.

By allowing a certain flexibility of expression, teachers
can clarify the need for knowing and using various discourse
forms.

They can demonstrate that the idiom born of a

student's heritage and experience need not be completely
obliterated, but simply reserved for appropriate kinds
77

of discourse situations.

What students "need to understand

is that they have learned a variety of English that differs

in systematic ways from formal written English and serves
them in ways that formal English cannot" {Shaughnessy
f26),.,

By incorporating some "poetic" and "expressive"
assignments into their classes, composition teachers may
help to decrease the dichotomy between expository and

so-called "creative" writing.

As a result. Students may

realize that any act of composihg is creative to the extent
that it functions as an epistemic/dialectic response to

the writing task; furthermore, they may surrender the
harmful myth that only fiction and poetry can qualify as
"creative" writing i.
The "expressive" and "poetic" discourse modes are
important in any composition course because their use helps
to satisfy the need for diversity and flexibility of

expression.

Furthermore, an imaginative writing prograni

can provide a source of positive emotional affects in the
classroom.

Such writing taps the affective as well as

the cognitive aspects of motivation because these modes
can stimulate the subjective value of writing.

Some empirical research, such as Hogan's survey and
Britton's studies, suggests that intrinsic motivation
results from tapping our affective selves, and that as

a means of doing so, the "poetic" and "expressive" modes
.
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are often more successful than the "transactional."

Britton

reminds us that we "need to recognize the value and

importance

of the intuitive processes, the

organization represented in its highest form in works of
art" (Language 217).

Such a recognition will provide

avenues to more completely human motives for writing than

a solely cognitive approach would offer.
Writing Across the Curriculum

"Writing across the curriculum" programs can be
advantageous to the students' intrinsic enjoyment of writing

because they include the kinds of writing students face
in their everyday lives.

Role-playing assignments, in

which students assume a chosen role (such as family member,

employee, political activist, sports enthusiast, etc.)
are appropriate to such a program because these assignments
help students develop the discourse voice and rhetorical
skills appropriate to those roles.

Furthermore, teachers

can incorporate texts from the non-school world, such as

magazines, newspapers, and nonliterary books, into the
course.

In this way, students can perhaps change their

view of writing as an esoteric activity, and recognize
the ways that writing can suit their many life situations.
According to Shor,

The liberatory class can gain a lot from writing
its own texts and designing its own form of
communications. . . .

Each self-creation would

serve as an object of reflection as well as a
process of development. (108)
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These self-created texts would enhance not only the need

for Independence and self-control, but would also result
in "contextual skill development" ("competence" in handling

the dialectic of Btirke's scene-act ratio) by relating

classroom learning to ordinary life experiehces.

By

"teaching introductory techniques 'through materials or
activities which express a critical view of daily life,"

the teacher helps students to interact competently with
their environment (104).

One such activity could be the assignment of a group

journal.

Each member of a particular workshop group would

contribute on a weekly basis to its contents by describing,
analyzing, and evaluating his reactions to everyday
experiences, both in and outside of class.

Each member

would also be expected to respond to one another's writing.
The final use of the journal could possibly be for each
group to exchange and evaluate them, deciding which ideas

and responses are the most interesting and original.

At

that time, the teacher would consider these evaluations
on the basis of his or her response to the texts.

The

teacher could then have students revise the most promising

sections for a final "communal" journal, to be copied and
distributed to each student.

Assignments of this type illuminate the important

uses of "expressive" writing as a means of promoting
competence in composition; furthermore, they coincide with
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the students' need for independent self-expression.

Because

such assignments are based on the students' own opinions,

evaluations, and critical analyses, as formed in the course
of their academic and nonacademic experiences, they provide

an avenue for developing "writing across the curriculum"
programs.

Such programs "frequently stress the importance

of expressive writing in all disciplines."

Furthermore,

"Toby Fulwiler has shown how journals can be used both
to explore academic content and to relate knowledge to

one's own values. . ." (Bizzell and Herzberg 343).

In

addition, their use also promotes the dialectic/epistemic
functions of writing by requiring a shared process of
discovety and response among group members.

Grading and Motivation
As Williams and Alden point out, grades unfortunately
remain the primary motivation for all writing students

(both skilled and unskilled), and it seems doubtful that
any particular style of teaching will change this fact.
It stands to reason that the educational system can hardly
do away with evaluation measures; grades and tests are
necessary to maintain standards of excellence and to insure

that instructional goals are realized.

However, according

to the psychological research I have previously described,
external pressures, such as an over-emphasis on grades

and competition, can be disastrous to a student writer's
intrinsic motivation.

The autonomous voice motive is
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subverted by methods which allow such external contingencies

to take precedence over the student's inherent need to
locate and respond to the challenges of composition present
in all modes of discourse.

Teachers can take certain steps

to insure that whatever intrinsic interest their students

display is not suppressed by a classroom atmosphere that

makes good grades the primary purpose for writing.
Grading and "Remedial" Writing Students

Unskilled, or "remedial" writers may require different

evaluation techniques than do more skilled writers because
they are often discouraged by customary methods of
assessment.

As John Butler points out, for "remedial"

students, written teacher comments and grades on their \
papers often only reinforce their feelings of confusion
and failure until these students learn to trust the teacher

and to understand the true value Of these evaluations.

According to Butler,"In my experience, some remedial
writers can begin to benefit from such comments after six

or eight weeks, if, and only if, after that time they have
1) learned to read their own writing, aind 2) come to trust
me . . ."

He also suggests that until that time, teachers

should refrain from written grades and comments on papers;

they should instead make evaluations available to the

students ih individual conferences in order to help students
understand that their purpose is not to reward or punish,
but to assist them in improving their writing (276).
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This method would allow teacher response to serve
an informational rather than a controlling function.

Students would realize that the teacher's comments are
not intended as a judgment of a poor performance, but as

a guide for improving their writing competence.

Of course,

such a methodology would require that teachers spend less

time lecturing, and more time working individually with
students in the workshop format.

It would also mean that

teachers could present instruction in grammar and syntax

as an integral part of the writing the students are actually
doing rather than as separate, irrelevant exercises.
Students could thereby learn independently to find,

recognize, and correct their patterns of error, thus helping
to restore textual control to them.

Butler's ideas about the evaluation of unskilled

writing might be criticized as characteristic of the

"feel-good" school of teaching.

If teachers don't

consistently point out errors and put written grades on

papers, they might feel that they weren't doing their job.
However, by reserving such evaluations for personalized
instruction sessions (and thus circumventing students'
misunderstanding of evaluation), teachers might help
unskilled writers enjoy writing as an activity at which

they can succeed.

Teachers who stress the strengths of

student texts and encourage students to build on these

strengths, help them become more competent writers, and

each small success in improving their competence will move

them toward larger successes.

On the other hand, responsive

teachers are aware that personalized conferences can be

as discouregihg to student motivaition as written evaluations
can be unless the teacher uses informational rather than

controlling feedback and emphasizes the importance of effort
over ability.
Teacher Comments
On the basis of several studies conducted in the 1 960's

and the 1970's, George Hillocks Jr. concludes that written
teacher comments have little effect on improving student
writing, although students receiving negative criticism

"wrote less and developed negative attitudes about
themselves as writers and about writing as an activity"

(164).

However, comments "related specifically to

prewriting instruction or to revision might at least help
students understand more clearly the criteria the teacher

has in mind in assigning grades" (168).
The use that students make of teacher comments,
according to a five-month field research conducted by

Charles Edelsberg (1980), depends largely on "the writing
motivations students bring to composing tasks. . . .

Internally motivated students seemingly interpret
teacher remarks as information to be used in

developing not only their writing but their personal
and social competence as well. By contrast,
learners whose motivation is extrinsic read the

teacher's commentary as judgment on the worth of
their performance. (4373^A)

Helping to change student misunderstandings about
evaluation could promote the growth of their intrinsic

motivation to write.

A way to make this change is through

individualized evaluation conferences.

In a study conducted

in 1976 by William Farmer, he determined that this method
"was more effective for improving the organization,

mechanics, and overall ability to communicate one*s thoughts
in writing" than was the use of comments written on student
papers, and that "overall the results were statistically
significant at the .05 level of confidence . . ."(3472-A).

It would be more practical to use individualized evaluations
in a workshop rather^ than in the traditional classrpoin

because they could be conducted in class while other
students are engaged with peer-response writing tasks.

According to Elaine Lees, teacher comments do not
help students become better writers unless they call for
a direct revisionary response.

Furthermore, regarding

teacher response, "Much emoting, correcting, and describing

[is] not exactly wrong but useless" (373).

To lead students

to revise for themselves, teachers' comments need to

question students' assumptions, and to give specific
assignments for students to deal with these questions in
their revised drafts (374).

For example, instead of simply

stating,"This paper's lack of focus makes it too confusing
to follov;," a teacher could provide clearer guidelines

by asking,"How do points A, B, and C relate to one another,
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and what is the main point they are intended to prove?
To begin your revision, write a clear statement of your
purpose, and show how the remainder of the paper serves
as evidence for this idea."

Such comments, especially

when presented in conference (where the students are

encouraged to correct any misunderstandings and to begin
immediately thinking about the needed changes), would secure
the students * direct engagement in the dialectic function
of writing because they would be addressing the needs of

a reciprocally engaged "audience-responder."
Workshop Approach to Evaluation

With insightful and purposeful guidance, teachers
can help students recognize and contribute to the meaning

of the evaluative process, a meaning which begins by helping
students prove (primarily to themselves) that they are

capable of writing well.

In this manner, evaluation would

enable student writers to see that improvement lies within

their power if they but make the necessary effort.

Finding

this power to improve begins with the student's need to
realize their autonomous voice, and this need is

incorporated in evaluation systems which elicit student

participation in the process.

Composition pedagogy which

encourages this participation includes one primary

characteristic:

It permits students to learn that the

best writing is a collaborative learning prpeess, and that
evaluation, as a part of this process, is the shared

,
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responsibility of students and teachers.

A workshop approach can insure that students grasp

the significance of evaluation in a way that doesn't
interfere with their intrinsic enjoyment of writing.

John

Clifford, in an experimental study with 92 college students
at Queens College, CUNY (1981 ), found significantly
different results in at least three areas between the

experimental group, which used the "collaborative" workshop

approach, compared to the "current-traditional paradigm"
group.

(See Appendix regarding the differences between

these approaches.)

Re and the other researchers concluded

that the feedback from group interaction at each stage
of the writing process (because it provided information

upon which students could base increased competence), was

a greater impetus to the students' revision process than
the "abstract grade rewards typical of the current-

traditional paradigm."

Furthermore, not only did the

experimental group have "significantly greater gains on
a holistically scored writing sample" than the control

group (37), but the collaborative classes also promoted
a more trusting atmosphere because of the "dempcratic
evaluative procedures" involved (50).
In permitting students a participatory voice in the
determination of grades (as well in the drafting and

revision process itself), students in the "collaborative,"
dialectic environment of the workshop gain an autonomy
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over their textual intentions which grading systems based

solely on the teacher's authority would not permit.
However, as Clifford points out, the use of such an

evaluation procedure should be left to the discretion of
each teacher, based on how appropriate or successful it
would be for a particular class.
One specific method to develop this shared

responsibility is to have students assist in building a
set of criteria by which individual papers should be graded,
these criteria to be used in peer evaluation sessions,

and in teacher-student conferences.

According to studies

conducted by Sager (1973a, 1973b) and Clifford (1978, 1981)
the use of such criteria on a "feedback sheet" had a

definite positive effect on the quality of student writing.

"Apparently, the active application of criteria and
subsequent suggestions for improvement in their own and

others' writing enabled the students to internalize criteria
which then served as guides for their own independent

writing" (Hillocks 158).
In formulating these criteria, teachers and students
should bear in mind certain facts established by Sarah

Freedman from her study of teacher evaluations (1979).
She concluded that when assessing student writing, teachers

give more importance to content and organization than to
mechanics and sentence structure; therefore, teachers should

focus primarily on helping"students develop their ideas
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logically, being sensitive to the appropriate amount of

explanation necessary for the audience" (163).

Furthermore,

composition pedagogy should put "teaching the skills of
organization before, or at least alongside, those of
mechanics and sentence structure" (164).

The criteria

developed in the process-oriented environment of the
workshop would naturally stress content and organization

because workshop interaction would make students concerned
with ideas and meaning.

Within this collaborative

experience, the skills of mechahics and sentence structure

would serve as "handmaidens" in the service of the meaningmaking activities of the writing workshop.
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CONCLUSION

There are probably as many motives for writing as
there are writers.

These motives can be categorized as

personal or social, and the strongest motives are those
which combine these two categories.
is such a motive.

The autonomous voice

The ideas I described in Chapter V are

but a few of the ways teachers can encourage rather than

discourage their students' autonomous voice.

These methods

stem from the belief that the best class structure,
assignment content, and evaluation methods give

responsibility for and control over their writing to the
students.

Such "self-regulation" proceeds naturally from

teaching which advances the students' appreciation of good
writing and its benefits, benefits independent of extrinsic
considerations such as grades, teacher approval, or even

entry into the "elite" academic discourse community.
None of these extrinsic considerations are in

themselves harmful; on the contrary, they form a necessary

contextual/social component of motivations for writing.
However^ teachers need to remember that these considerations

are not the "end-all and be-all" of composition.

Furthermore, teachers can make the best use of the
contextual elements of composition (represented by the
scene-act ratio of Burke'S pentad) when they stress the
ways that such elements allow for increaSed"competence"

(dealing effectively with one's environment).

Increased

competence in the act of writing will yield the social
satisfactions of affiliation, achievement, and respect

of others, and will permit students to fully respond to
the dialectic qualities of composition.

Writing which responds to the need for the personal
satisfactions of self-esteem, independence, and

self-expression allows for textual control, for autonomy
over one's textual intentions.

Concepts upon which this

idea are based include Deci's "self-determination" and

"the free will of the agent" as defined by Kenneth Burke.
The students' need to exercise such control is best

satisfied by teaching methods which permits personal
enjoyment of the writing task through the exploration of

subjects and concerns which are meaningful to the.students.
Teachers sabotage their students' intrinsic interest in

writing when they emphasize "innate" writing ability over
a student's efforts to improve because such an emphasis

promotes"dgo-tinvOlved" writing tasks, in which students
try to prove their superior ability by receiving the best
grades while doing the least amount of work necessary.
The thrust of current composition research and
methodology reflects the importance of giving back to

student writers a strong sense of themselves in relationship
to others, a sense which the rigidity of certain

conventional instructional methods have too often denied.

Successful teaching means exploring with students ways
to develop the challenges of discovery and the satisfactions

of self-expression which the writing process offers.

As

I have proposed (based on the concepts Of many composition
theorists), the possibilities for this exploration are

increased by the dialectic/epistemic functiohs of the
workshop classroom.
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APPENDIX

From an experiment by John Glifford, the following
table describes the differences in classroom structure

and teaching methods between the control group, which

employed the "current-traditional paradigm," and the
experimental group, which used the workshop approach to
teaching composition.

A Comparison of Treatments

Exoerimental

Control

j. Writing was considered a
process that encouraged
meaning to evolve as drafts
were written in response to

1. Only finished products were
considered; assignments were
turned in, evaluated, and re
turned for optional revision.

feedback.
2. Instructors were teachers
and evaluators.

2. Instructors were facil

itators, resources, model
writers, and learners.
3. The text was the writing
generated by the class. ,

3. Commercial texts were used

for examples, drills, and
reference.

4. Students sat in rows.

4. The class sat in three

groups of six.
5. The instructor was the sole
teacher.

5. Students collaborated

with each other and the
instructor.

6. Instructors set up guide
lines for organizing, devel
oping, and editing composi

6. There was no preteaching; instruction

occurred during the com
posing and in response

tions.
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to inquiries.

7. Authority was shared.

7. The instructor was the sole

authority.
8. The primary audience was

8. The audience was the

the writer's group.

instructor.

9. Revision was an on

9. Revision occurred after the

going process at each
stage of composing.

paper was submitted.

10. Revised student essays

10. Instructors made correct

were put into folders un
graded. Evaluation was
determined by an elected

ions and suggestions, wrote
a brief overall summary, and
assigned a letter grade to
each piece of work. These
were averaged for a final grade,

committee that read each

folder holistically before
assigning grades.

(Clifford 50).
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NOTES

"Endogenous" attributes are those which imply "an
individual's satisfaction with or interest in ah activity
itself," while "exogenous" attributes imply "that the
activity, which is seen as undertaken for some goal outside

itself, is not satisfying" (Nicholls, ''Quality" 1 076).
:

■ '

^2

Social psychologist Teresa Amabile provides the
definition of creativity which I employ in this thesis:
A product or response will be judged as creatiye
to the extent that (a) it is both a novel and
appropriate, useful, correct, or valuable response
to the task at hand and (b) the task is heuristic

rather than algorithmic, [which are] tasks for
which the path to the solution is clear and
straight. (33)
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